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Abstract
We study the complexity of detecting feasibility of p-adic basic semi-algebraic sets. We construct an
algorithm using restricted p-adic precision L, which runs in time polynomial in L, the degrees and number
of deﬁning polynomials, and the exponents in the deﬁning Macintyre predicates.
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1. Introduction
We construct a single-variable p-adic analogue of the sign consistency algorithm over R of
Ben-Or et al. [1]. In the real case, the signs of polynomials g1(x), . . . , gm(x) ∈ R[x] are tested at
the roots of a distinguished polynomial f (x). This is equivalent to deciding if a real basic semi-
algebraic set is non-empty. In the p-adic case, the role of the signs is played by the Macintyre
predicates [8]:
Pt(x) ⇔ (∃y ∈ Qp)(yt = x) and Rt(x) ⇔
(
Pt(x) ∧ x = 0
)
.
A basic semi-algebraic set S over Qp is given by
S = S (f (x), g1(x), t1, . . . , gm(x), tm) =
⎧⎨
⎩x ∈ Qp | f (x) = 0 ∧
m∧
j=1
Ptj (gj (x))
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
where the tj ∈ Z+ and f (x), gj (x) ∈ Qp[x].
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In this paper we study the complexity of the decision problem FSAS: given such a set S
determine if it is non-empty.We deﬁne an algorithmwhich efﬁciently constructs an approximation
to these sets S, just sufﬁciently accurate to determine their feasibility. Our proof requires the
assumption that p > degree f (x). All complexity estimates are in the algebraic operations
model, that is, for instance S, the cost function CM(S) counts the number of algebraic operations
and branch steps in the BSS model over Qp [3, 4]. We modify the model of BSS machines over
Qp [10] to regard computation of the p-adic valuation vp(x) for x ∈ Qp as a single step, with
output in a register over Z.
The main technical tool is the cell decomposition algorithm of restricted precision L, ECD(L)
which we deﬁned in [11, Algorithm 3.2, p. 521]. Cell decomposition algorithms developed for
decidability questions over Qp generally did not run in polynomial time. Given a polynomial
k(x) ∈ Zp[x] of degree n < p, and an integer L > 0, ECD(L) constructs in polynomial time a
list R(k(x)) of approximate roots i ∈ Zp truncated at the pL coefﬁcients [11, Lemma 4.1]
R(k(x)) = { 1, . . . , s }.
Let k˜(x) =∑i cixi be the square-free part of k(x), assume that all roots of k(x) inQp are actually
in Zp, and let Disc(˜k(x)) be the discriminant. The required precision then is
L(k(x)) = max{vp(Disc(˜k(x))), vp(c0) − vp(c1)}.
If ECD(L) is run with at least this precision, then the root list R(k(x)) constructed is accurate,
i.e. k(x) has exactly s roots in Qp, 1, . . . , s and for each i = 1, . . . , s i is the unique root of
k(x) in Qp satisfying i ≡ i mod pL+1. To apply ECD(L) in FSAS we will need to compute
the precision L required for an accurate approximation of S.
The cell decompositionsECD(L) are constructed in [11] by working up through the derivatives
of k(x). The assumption degree(k(x)) = n < p is used to control the proliferation of cells,
leading to a polynomial-time algorithm sufﬁciently strong to produce accurate root counting and
approximation. Technically this assumption allows us to ignore all the terms vp(j) in vp(jcj xj−1)
in the derivatives of k(x). The condition L  vp(c0) − vp(c1) is included to ensure that in case
 is a root with vp() > vp(Disc(˜k(x))) at least one non-zero coefﬁcient is computed in . For
if  ∈ Zp is such a root of k(x) with vp() > vp(Disc(˜k(x))) then it follows that vp((k˜′())) <
vp(Disc(˜k(x))) < vp() so vp((k˜′())) = vp(c1). Unless vp(c0) = vp(c1) there would be a
term of unique minimum valuation among the vp(cii ), i = 0 . . . n which is impossible since 
is a root [11, Lemma 3.4]. Therefore, for such a root vp() = vp(c0) − vp(c1), and the choice
above of L guarantees that at least one non-zero coefﬁcient is computed in .
If p is sufﬁciently large, transfer principles from model theory show that a sentence T in an
appropriate ﬁrst order formal language holds in Qp if and only if it holds in a ﬁeld of formal
power series over the ﬁeld with p elements Fp((x)). Feasibility of a basic set S is expressed
as such a quantiﬁed sentence, so it can also be detected by these methods. Results in this area
were generally developed for decision procedures, so relatively large lower bounds on p were
unproblematic. Brown [5, Theorem 2] showed that if T has formal length m, then these transfer
principles yield such a decision procedure, provided
p > 22
22
211
m
.
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Our methods require only the milder assumption p > n = degree(f (x)), which is linear in the
size of an instance of FSAS.
2. Required precision
Since S(f (x), g1(x), t1, . . . , gm(x), tm) = ⋂mj=1 S(f (x), gj (x), tj ) we consider ﬁrst the
simple case with m = 1, S(f (x), g(x), t).
We recall some standard normalizations. ECD(L) requires all roots  ∈ Qp have vp()0.
In the proof it will be convenient to require this as well for all roots  ∈ Qp. Recall that the
valuations of the roots of f (x) can be computed from its coefﬁcients using the Newton polygon
[2]. Let  = min vp() for  ∈ Qp a root of f (x). If  < 0 let fˆ (x) = f (px), gˆ(x) = g(px),
so all roots of fˆ (x) have non-negative valuations, and x ∈ S(fˆ (x), gˆ(x), t) if and only if px ∈
S(f (x), g(x), t). Since this pre-processing can be done in polynomial time, we will assume this
normalization is done and continue to write f (x), g(x).
Next we normalize so all coefﬁcients are in Zp. If f (x) = ∑i aixi let  = min vp(ai), and
if  < 0 let f¯ (x) = ∑i p−aixi = p−f (x) so the roots are unchanged and f¯ (x) ∈ Zp[x].
For g(x) we need to preserve the Pt(x) property, so note that for any z ∈ Qp and any integer
k, Pt(z) ⇔ Pt(pkt z). If g(x) = ∑i bixi let  = min vp(bi), and in case  < 0, choose the
least integer k so that kt + 0. Let g¯(x) = ∑i pktbixi = pktg(x) so g¯(x) ∈ Zp[x] and
Pt(g(x)) ⇔ Pt(g¯(x)). Again, this pre-processing may be performed in polynomial time so we
assume it is done and revert to writing f (x), g(x).
Compute the square-free parts f˜ (x) = f (x)
gcd(f (x), f ′(x))
g˜(x) = g(x)
gcd(g(x), g′(x))
and let
h˜(x) = LCM(f˜ (x), g˜(x)). By [6, Lemma 5, p. 323], vp(Disc(˜h(x))) max{vp(Disc(f˜ (x))),
vp(Disc(g˜(x)))}.
Lemma 1. Separation of roots. Let k(x) ∈ Zp[x] be square-free,  ∈ Qp a root, vp()0. If
 ∈ Qp is any other root then vp( − )vp(Disc(k(x))).
Proof. By the generalized Hensel Lemma, [12, p. 80, 7]  is the unique root of k(x) in its
open ball in Qp of radius |k′()|p, so | − |p = p−vp(−) |k′()|p = p−vp(k′()), and
vp( − )vp(k′()). But there exist polynomials u(x), v(x) ∈ Zp[x] so that Disc(k(x)) =
u(x)k(x) + v(x)k′(x) for all x ∈ Qp [6, Lemma 2 bis, p. 322]. Since k() = 0 it follows that
vp( − )vp( Disc(k(x)) ) as required. 
Let L1(g(x)) = 2vp(Disc(˜h(x)))+1.We show this precision in ECD(L) is sufﬁcient to detect
common roots of f (x) and g(x).
Lemma 2. Common roots. Suppose ECD(L) is run on f (x) with precision L max{L(f (x)),
L1(g(x))}. If i ∈ R(f (x)) then
g(i ) = 0 ⇔ vp(g˜(i )L1(g(x)).
Proof. If vp(g˜(i ))L1(g(x))2vp(Disc(g˜(x)))+1 it follows vp(g˜′(i ))vp(Disc(g˜(x))), so
by the Generalized Hensel Lemma there exists a unique root  of g(x) so vp(−i )vp(g˜(i ))−
vp(g˜
′(i )vp(Disc(˜h)) + 1 and vp(g˜′()) = vp(g˜′((i ))).
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Now, by choice of precision LL1(g(x)), vp(i − i )L1(g(x)) so by the ultrametric in-
equality vp(− i )vp(Disc(˜h(x)))+ 1. Hence, by Lemma 1,  and i cannot be distinct roots
of h˜(x), i.e.  = i and g(i ) = 0.
If, on the contrary, vp(g˜(i ))2vp(Disc(˜h(x))) then since vp(i−i )2vp(Disc(˜h(x)))+1 >
vp(g˜(i )) it follows that vp(g˜(i ) = vp(g˜(i )) i.e. g˜(i ) = 0. 
If i ∈ R(f ) and g(i ) = 0 we need to detect Rt(g(i )) from Rt(g(i )). It will be convenient
to use the following equivalence relation ∼m:
x, y ∈ Qp, m > 0, x ∼m y ⇔ vp(x − y)vp(x) + m,
where we interpret aa + m for m > 0 as equivalent to a = +∞.
It is easy to see that ∼m is an equivalence relation, that for x, y ∈ Qp − {0} x ∼m y if and
only if vp(x) = vp(y) and x and y share at least the ﬁrst m non-zero coefﬁcients in the p-adic
expansion, and that x ∼m 0 if and only if x = 0. Also, x ∼m y if and only |x − y|pp−m|x|p
i.e. y lies within the closed ball of x with radius p−m|x|p.
Lemma 3. a, b, c, d ∈ Qp. If a ∼m b and c ∼m d then ac ∼m bd .
Proof. If a ∼m b then for any c ∈ Qp vp(ac− bc) = vp(c)+ vp(a − b)vp(c)+m+ vp(a) =
m + vp(ac) so ac ∼m bc. Thus, ac ∼m bc and bc ∼m bd so ac ∼m bd . 
Next we prove a version of a lemma of Robinson about the Rt() property [13].
Lemma 4. a, b ∈ Qp, t > 1. If a ∼(2vp(t)+1) b then Rt(a) ↔ Rt(b).
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst vp(a) = vp(b) = 0 and Rt(a), so there exists w ∈ Qp so that wt =
a, vp(w) = 0. Let F(z) = zt − b ∈ Zp[z], F ′(z) = tzt−1. Thus
vp(F (w)) = vp(a − b)2vp(t) + 1 = 2vp(F ′(w)) + 1.
By the generalized Hensel Lemma there exists a root w ∈ Zp so F(w) = wt − b = 0 so Rt(b)
as required.
In general we pull back to vp = 0. Suppose vp(a) = vp(b) = . Assuming Rt(a), t divides ,
so write  = kt some k ∈ Z, and a = wt some w ∈ Qp. Let a = p−a, b = p−b, w = p−kw,
where vp(w) = 0. Then
a = pa = pkta = wt = (pkw)t = p(w)t
and a = (w)t . Since a ∼(2vp(t)+1) b, it follows by Lemma 3 that a ∼(2vp(t)+1) b so Rt(a) →
Rt(b) as above, and since b = pktb, Rt(b) as required. 
Lemma 5. a, b ∈ Zp, k[x] ∈ Zp[x]. If a ∼m+vpk(a) b then k(a) ∼m k(b).
Proof. (a − b) divides (k(a) − k(b)) in Zp so vp(k(a) − k(b))vp(a − b)(m + vp(k(a)) so
k(a) ∼m k(b) as required. 
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Remark 1. If g(x) = 1+x ∈ Zp[x] with root −1, and a = (p−1)(1+p+· · ·+pT−1), where
T > 1 an integer, and b = a + pT then a ∼T b, but g(a) = pT and g(b) = 2pT so g(a) and
g(b) do not share any non-zero coefﬁcients.
Nextweprove that precisionL2(g(x)) = 2vp(t)+vp(Disc(˜h)) is sufﬁcient so thatRt(g(i )) ↔
Rt(g(i )).
Lemma 6. If R(f ) is computed with precision LL2(g(x)) and  ∈ R(f ) and g() = 0 then
Rt(g()) ↔ Rt(g()).
Proof. g(x) factors over the algebraic closure Qp
g(x) = a
r∏
i=1
(x − i )si ,
where a ∈ Qp and i ∈ Qp are the roots of multiplicities si . Let ki(x) = (x − i ), so
(ki()− ki()) = (− ). By Lemma 1, vp(ki()) = vp(− i )vp(Disc(˜h(x))). By choice of
precision L,
vp(ki() − ki()) = vp( − )(L + 1)2vp(t) + 1 + vp(Disc(˜h))
 2vp(t) + 1 + vp(ki()).
Thus, ki() ∼2vp(t)+1 ki(), for each root i , so by Lemma 3, g() ∼2vp(t)+1 g() so by Lemma
4, Rt(g()) ↔ Rt(g()) as required. 
Next we summarize the required precisions computed above. Consider an instance of FSAS,
S = S(f (x), g1(x), t1, . . . , gm(x), tm). Let f˜ (x), g˜j (x) be the square-free parts as above, and
h˜j (x) = LCM(f˜ (x), g˜(x)) and let f˜ (x) =∑i a˜ixi . Then
L(f ) = max{vp(Disc(f˜ )), vp(a˜0) − vp(a˜1)},
L(gj ) = max{L1(gj ), L2(gj )} = max{2vp(Disc(h˜j )) + 1, 2vp(tj ) + vp(Disc(h˜j ))}.
Theorem 1. If ECD(L) is run with precision L max{L(f ),maxj L(gj )} then feasibility of an
instance S of FSAS can be determined from the ﬁnite information in R(f ) and the values gj (i ).
3. Algorithms and complexity
Main algorithm (feasibility of semi-algebraic set, FSAS).
Input: f (x); g1(x), t1, . . . , gm(x), tm, where f (x), gj (x) ∈ Qp[x], tj ∈ Z+, 1jm, n =
degree f (x) < p. Let N = maxj degree(gj ). Output: YES if feasible, NO if not feasible.
Computation:
1. Preprocessing (as described in Section 2)
returns: f (x) ∈ Zp[x], where all roots of f (x) have valuation 0
gj (x) ∈ Zp[x], 1jm.
2. Call compute precision (Algorithm 2 below)
returns: L ∈ Z+.
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3. Call ECD(L) [11, Algorithm 3.2] to construct
R(f (x)) = {1, . . . , s},
where j ∈ Zp, 1js are truncated mod pL+1.
4. Call approximate basic set (Algorithm 4 below)
returns: S = {j1 , . . . , jk } ⊆ R(f ) or ∅.
5. If S is non-empty then returnYES, else return NO.
Algorithm 1. Preprocessing.
Input: f (x), gj (x) ∈ Qp[x], 1jm, Output: f (x), gj (x) ∈ Zp[x], 1jm, where all
roots of f (x) have non-negative valuation
Computation:
1. compute  = min vp() for  ∈ Qp a root of f (x) from the Newton Polygon of f.
2. compute coefﬁcients of fˆ (x) = f (px), gˆj (x) = gj (px).
3. compute  = min vp(ai), where fˆ (x) =∑i aixi .
4. if  < 0 compute coefﬁcients of f¯ (x) =∑i p−aixi = p−fˆ (x).
5. compute j = mini{vp(bi,j )}, where gˆj (x) =
∑
i bi,j x
i and the least integer kj so that
kj tj + j 0.
6. compute coefﬁcients of g¯j (x) =∑i pkj tj bi,j xi = pkj tj gˆj (x).
7. revert to notation f (x), gj (x).
Complexity of Algorithm 1: C1 = O(max{n2,mN}).
Algorithm 2. Compute precision.
Input: f (x), gj (x) ∈ Zp[x], 1jm
Output: L ∈ Z+
Computation:
1. Compute square-free parts of f (x), gj (x) 1jm
f˜ (x) = f (x)
gcd(f (x), f ′(x))
, g˜j (x) = gj (x)
gcd(gj (x), g
′
j (x))
,
h˜j (x) = LCM(f˜ (x), g˜j (x)).
Complexity: O(max{n log2 n,mN log2 N,mmax{N log2 N, n log2 n}}).
2. Compute discriminants Disc(f˜ (x)), Disc(h˜j (x)) 1jm, where
Disc(k(x)) = (−1)n(n−1)/2Res(k, k′)
Complexity: O(max{n2,mN2}).
3. Compute L(f ) = max{vp(Disc(f˜ (x))), vp(a˜0) − vp(a˜1)}.
4. Compute L(gj ) = max{L1(gj ), L2(gj )}
= max{2vp(Disc(h˜j )) + 1, vp(tj ) + vp(Disc(h˜j ))}.
5. Compute L = max{L(f ),maxj L(gj )}.
6. Return L.
Complexity of Algorithm 2: C2 = O(max{n2,mN2,mn log2 n}).
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Algorithm 3. Call ECD(L).
By [11, Lemma 4.1], the complexity of this step is O(n5p(log2(L)+n2) = C3, where L is the
precision computed in the previous step.
Algorithm 4. Approximate basic set.
Input: R(f ) = { 1, . . . , s }, Output: S ⊆ R(f ), possibly S = ∅
Computation:
S = { 1, . . . , s }
i = 1;
while (is) {
j = 1;
while (jm) {
compute g˜j (i );
if ( vp(g˜j (i )) < L1(gj )) {
compute gj (i );
if (! Non-zero power (gj (i ), tj )) {
S = S − {i} ;
j = s + 1;
} // eliminate i if i not a root of gj and Rt(gj (i ) is false
else j + +;
}
else j + + ;
}
i + +;
}
return S
Complexity of Algorithm 4: C4 = O(sm ∗ max{N,maxj tj 2}).
Algorithm 5. Non-zero power.
Input: b ∈ Zp, t ∈ Z+
Output: TRUE if Rt(b), else FALSE
Computation:
1. If t does not divide vp(b) return FALSE, else continue to step 2.
2. for z = 1 to p2v(t)+1 − 1 {
if zt = p−v(b)b modp2v(t)+1 return TRUE }.
3. return FALSE
Complexity of Algorithm 5: C5 = O(maxj {tj 2}).
Next we summarize the complexity estimates above. Recall the notation: n = degree f (x), s =
number of roots of f (x) in Qp, so sn, N = maxj degree(gj (x)), m = number of polynomials
gj , and let T = maxj tj . The complexity estimates we have for each algorithm i = 1 to 5
are C1 = O(max{n2,mN}), C2 = O(max{n2,mN2,mn log2 n}), C3 = O(n5p(log(L) + n2)
C4 = O(sm ∗ max{N,maxj tj 2}) C5 = O(maxj {tj 2}).
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Therefore, we obtain the following complexity estimate
Theorem 2. The main algorithm FSAS runs in time
max{ mN2, mn ∗ max{N, T 2, log2(n)}, n5p(log(L) + n2)}.
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